State-of-the-Art VoIP Phone Hardware
for Every Enterprise

of businesses report
cost savings when they
move to the cloud.
MICROSOFT

LiveVox’s advanced, cloud-based VoIP platform is compatible with most models of
industry-leading hardware providers.

We know how crucial it is to deploy the right equipment to fit the unique needs of your business. That’s why we give you
the flexibility to use your own devices or order from us—it’s your choice. Either way, we help to make sure you’re equipped
to deliver the best possible experience for your customers every time.

Top-of-the-Line Equipment

Bring Your Own Hardware

Simple to Deploy

We provide high-quality desk,
conference, and cordless phones, as well
as headsets, analog adapters, and even a
softphone you can run on your computer.

Our platform integrates with most types of
phone devices and accessories. Or we can
help you facilitate a seamless hardware
refresh that’s also budget-friendly.

Let us take care of configuring the cloudbased device registration so you don’t
have to, ensuring that you have an easier,
plug-and-play experience.
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Maximize Efficiency with LiveVox’s Full Suite of Device Options

Yealink SIP-T46S: Revolutionary Visuals

Yealink SIP-T42S: Feature Rich

Yealink’s latest revolutionary IP Phone is tailor-made to
empower executive users and busy professionals.

Packed with features to empower effective business and
designed for ease of use in even the tiniest details.
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•

•
•
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•

16 VoIP accounts
Compatible with EHS headset and USB
4.3-inch HD color display
10 programmable line keys with LED
HD Voice, HD handset, HD speaker
Supports vast array of productivity-enhancing features
Works with Gigabit Ethernet
Multilingual user interface

Yealink SIP-T21P E2: Next-Level Entry-Level
A cost-effective and powerful entry-level IP phone solution to
increase productivity in both large and small office environments.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 VoIP accounts
Extra-large graphical LCD screen
HD Voice
Dual 10/100 Mbps network ports with integrated PoE
Supports IPv6, Open VPN, and a redundancy server
2 line keys with LED
Operates with SRTP / HTTPS / TLS, 802.1x
Multi-language support

•
•
•
•

12 VoIP accounts
2.7-inch graphical LCD
HD Voice, HD handset, HD speaker
Supports seamless migration to GigE-based network
infrastructure
Encryption protocols for highly secure provisioning and
upgrades
6 programmable line keys with LED
Supports vast array of productivity-enhancing features
Multilingual user interface

Yealink CP960:
Innovative Conference Power
The perfect choice for large and medium-sized conference
rooms, featuring a 5-inch multi-touch screen, Optima HD audio,
and robust expandability.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 VoIP account
Yealink Pentagon meeting room
Wireless microphone
20-foot and 360-degree microphone pickup range
Pairing via Bluetooth and USB
Call recording up to 100 hours
External loudspeaker connection
Based on Android 5.1 operating system
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Maximize Efficiency with LiveVox’s Full Suite of Device Options

Yealink CP930W:
Cordless Conference Capacity
Employing DECT technology, this high-performance
conference phone allows you to hold meetings wherever or
whenever is convenient for you.
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 8 VoIP accounts and 8 concurrent calls
Pairs with Yealink W60B base station for coverage up to 50m
5-way conference call
20-foot and 360-degree microphone pickup range
Built-in battery and up to 24 hours talk time and
15-daystandby time
• Upgrade over the air
• Optima HD voice
• Less than 4 hours charging time

Yealink YHS33: Comfort and Clarity
The over-the-head style headset purpose-built for office
workers and contact center staff, featuring wideband audio
technology.
• Compliant with full range of Yealink enterprise IP phones
• Ultra noise-cancellation and 330° pivoting microphone boom
• Ergonomic design for all day comfort and intensive use
• Quick Disconnection jack
• Featherweight and soft ear cushions
• Plug and play

Yealink W56P: Works Harder
Enhances communication for on-the-go workers in busy
industries where always being online is essential.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Up to 5 VoIP accounts
Big 2.4-inch color screen
Elegant industrial design
Excellent battery performance
Multiple usability and phone management upgrades
One base for W52P/W56P and one W56H Handset

No matter the size of your
business, our team of experts
can help you choose the right
equipment to match your needs
and your budget. Contact us
today with any questions about
our phone hardware or to
schedule a demo of our cloudbased VoIP platform.
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